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Post-discharge surveillance (PDS) for surgical site infections (SSIs) normally lasts 30 days, or one year after implant surgery, causing delayed feedback to healthcare professionals. We investigated the effect of shortened PDS durations on SSI incidence to determine whether shorter PDS durations are justified. We also studied the impact of two national PDS methods (those mandatory since 2009 (‘mandatory’) and other methods acceptable before 2009 (‘other’)) on SSI incidence. From Dutch surveillance (PREZIES) data (1999–2008), four implant-free surgeries (breast amputation, Caesarean section, laparoscopic cholecystectomy and colectomy) and two implant surgeries (knee replacement and total hip replacement) were selected. We studied the impact of PDS duration and method on SSI incidences by survival and Cox regression analyses. We included 105,607 operations. Shortened PDS duration for implant surgery from one year to 90 days resulted in 6–14% of all SSIs being missed. For implant-free procedures, PDS reduction from 30 to 21 days caused similar levels of missed SSIs. In contrast, up to 62% of SSIs (for cholecystectomy) were missed if other instead of mandatory PDS methods were used. Inferior methods of PDS, rather than shortened PDS durations, may lead to greater underestimation of SSI incidence. Our data validate international recommendations to limit the maximum PDS duration (for implant surgeries) to 90 days for surveillance purposes, as this provides robust insight into trends.

Introduction
Surgical site infections (SSIs) are a major complication following surgery, causing an important increase in both postoperative morbidity and mortality and healthcare-associated costs [1]. In the Netherlands, SSIs account for about 25% of healthcare-related infections [2], making them one of the most common nosocomial infections. Cumulative incidences of SSIs (commonly referred to as SSI rates) are considered the primary indicator of the quality of surgical and postoperative care. They are, therefore, an important measure in surveillance systems for healthcare-associated infections.

Identifying SSIs is multidimensional. Case finding using inpatient data may be homogeneous across hospitals: however, focusing only on inpatient data from the initial surgical admission is insufficient [3-5]. As hospital stays have become increasingly shorter, a growing proportion of SSIs is recognised after discharge. Therefore, for measuring SSI incidence, post-discharge surveillance (PDS) has become inevitable. If no PDS is performed, the incidence of SSIs will be greatly underestimated [4-6] and comparisons between hospitals may be flawed. When PDS is performed, two important aspects influence the incidence of SSIs: duration of follow-up and method of follow-up.

Until recently, international consensus was that PDS should be performed up to 30 days, or, if an implant is inserted, one year after the operation [7,8]. For reasons of simplicity and to reduce the burden of performing PDS, the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in summer 2013 decided to link the duration of PDS to the type of surgery instead of the presence of implants, and to reduce the maximum duration of PDS from one year to 90 days [9,10]. Although not officially published yet, for similar reasons, the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) adopted the 90-day PDS for implant surgeries in 2014 (C. Suetens, personal communication, 15 December 2014). By making these changes, the international consensus on the recommended duration of PDS has been lost and is currently subject to research.

Whereas consensus on the duration of PDS is being sought, there is, however, still no international agreement about the preferred method of PDS. As a result, there is widespread use of various methods that may cause an underestimation of the incidence of SSIs [3,6,11,12]. In the Dutch national nosocomial...
surveillance network (PREZIES), several methods of PDS were used until 2009. By 2009, however, two methods for PDS found to be superior, but labour intensive [3,11], became mandatory, as did the duration of PDS: 30 days (non-implant) or one year (implant). These two commitments have led to problems of delayed feedback and increased workload for healthcare professionals. As swift communication of surveillance results after the surgery will help to stimulate healthcare professionals to act and improve, and as the previous international consensus on duration of PDS was lost, the main goal of our study was to investigate the effect of shorter PDS durations on incidence of SSIs, in order to determine a justifiable and advisable duration of PDS. We also aimed to quantify the impact of the mandatory PDS methods and ‘other’ PDS methods that were acceptable before 2009, in detecting more or less SSIs, and then we compared this impact with the effect of shorter PDS durations on SSI incidences.

### Methods

**Design, definitions and data selection**

We used data from PREZIES, the Dutch national nosocomial surveillance network [3]. Hospitals in the Netherlands participate voluntarily in this network and may select surgical procedures for SSI surveillance. PREZIES distinguishes superficial SSIs from deep SSIs, the latter being an umbrella term for so-called deep incisional and organ-space SSIs. In accordance with international guidelines, SSIs were defined as infections that originated within 30 days after surgery (deep and superficial SSIs) or one year after implant surgery (only deep SSIs) [7,8]. An implant is defined as a non-human-derived, implantable foreign body that is permanently placed in a patient during surgery. All SSI surveillance data are collected locally by the hospitals. Further details on PREZIES and data collection, validation, and monitoring quality and reliability have been described previously [3].

SSIs occurring after discharge from hospital were detected by PDS. The operations in the PREZIES database were divided into two groups: those followed up using so-called ‘mandatory’ PDS methods and all other operations (‘other’ PDS) (Table 1). The mandatory PDS methods comprise two methods considered superior [1]: (i) use of a registration card; and/or (ii) retrospective examination of medical records for all operated patients. Both have a high sensitivity for capturing SSIs [11] and meet the following five requirements: they detect SSIs during the initial admission, readmission or outpatient time, as well as those treated at a different facility (except for surgeries exclusively performed by referral hospitals) and have a mandatory duration of either 30 days (implant free) or one year (implant used). These methods of PDS were recommended from 1998 to 2008 and became mandatory in 2009. In contrast to operations in the mandatory PDS group, those in the other PDS group were followed up using a variety of PDS methods not fulfilling the mandatory PDS requirements, including using no PDS at all. As such, they differ from the mandatory PDS methods in their way of case finding and/or in their duration. Although their follow-up ranges from no PDS to PDS methods similar to (but not qualifying for) the mandatory methods, the majority of the other PDS group consists of PDS performed by checking records of readmitted patients.

### Table 1

Methods of post-discharge surveillance for surgical site infections, the Netherlands, 1999–2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDS group</th>
<th>Method of PDS</th>
<th>Detection of SSIs</th>
<th>Mandatory PDS duration of 30 days (no implant) or one year (implants)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Mandatory PDS’</td>
<td>Registration card in medical records of all operated patients</td>
<td>During initial admission: Yes; Found by readmission: Yes; Occurring and treated during outpatient time: Yes; Treated at a different facility: Yes&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Mandatory PDS’</td>
<td>Retrospective examination of the medical records of all operated patients</td>
<td>Yes; Yes; Yes; Yes&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Other’ PDS&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Methods below combined as a group</td>
<td>Mostly&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;; Mostly&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;; Sometimes&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;; Sometimes&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Other’ PDS&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>‘Passive’ PDS: examination of medical records of readmitted patients</td>
<td>No; Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Other’ PDS&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Less frequently used ‘other’ PDS methods&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Yes&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;; Mostly, depends on method used&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;; Depends on method used&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt;; Depends on method used&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No PDS performed</td>
<td>Yes; No; No; No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSI: surgical site infection; PDS: post-discharge surveillance; PREZIES: Dutch national nosocomial surveillance network.

<sup>a</sup> Methods of PDS considered superior and being used mandatorily in PREZIES since 2009.

<sup>b</sup> Method of case finding not suitable for surgeries exclusively performed by referral hospitals.

<sup>c</sup> All other ways of follow-up used in PREZIES not meeting the criteria for mandatory PDS methods, including performing no PDS.

<sup>d</sup> Not always reliable.

<sup>e</sup> For instance, registration card in medical records of a selection of patients, retrospective examination of the medical records of a selection of patients, questionnaires of the patient and/or surgeon, interview of the patient by phone, etc.
The date of last follow-up was not available from PREZIES data, but it was not necessary as we calculated duration of PDS according to mandatory PDS definitions: 30 days (implant free) or one year (implant used). In case of an SSI, the duration of PDS was the date of infection minus the date of surgery. As we wanted to compare the incidences for the group of other PDS methods from a 30-day or one-year perspective too, the PDS durations were calculated the same way for this group.

We selected data from a 10-year period (1999–2008), with the upper limit chosen to include data from both PDS groups (mandatory and other) for each selected year. Six surgical procedures were chosen for investigation: two procedures with implants (total hip replacement and knee replacement) and four implant-free procedures (breast amputation, colon resection, laparoscopic cholecystectomy and Caesarean section). SSI incidence was determined for each surgical procedure.

### Statistical analysis

We analysed the effect of PDS duration on cumulative incidences of SSIs within both PDS groups using crude SSI incidences that combined deep and superficial SSIs. We plotted cumulative SSI incidences over time for both PDS groups (Kaplan–Meier survival techniques). To be able to compare the effect of better (mandatory) methods with the effect of shorter durations, we calculated crude SSI incidences for each surgical procedure after 90 days, 180 days and one year of PDS for implant procedures, or after 21 days and 30 days of PDS for implant-free surgical procedures. Durations of 21 days and 180 days were arbitrarily chosen but give insight into the timing of infections after surgery. Using the longest PDS duration as a gold standard, we quantified the proportion of SSIs that would be missed by shortening the PDS duration. Finally, for specific time intervals, we calculated the number of detected SSIs as a percentage of the total number at the end of the PDS.

We compared SSI incidences of both PDS groups for each type of surgery by calculating the relative risk of detecting an SSI (hazard ratio (HR)) for other PDS methods compared with mandatory PDS methods, while taking into account varying durations of the PDS (Cox regression analyses). To account for potential confounding (factors associated with the PDS group influencing the HR), we also performed multivariable Cox regression analyses. Several patient-specific and procedure-specific confounders were considered: the American Society of Anesthesiologists score (ASA, a physical status classification system) [13], wound contamination class [14], sex, age, year of surgery (accounting for yearly differences in hospitals' participation, with their differences in methods of PDS used) and duration of surgery. The potential confounders (determinants) were tested for their impact on the regression coefficient. A determinant altering the coefficient of the (univariate) analysis by 10% or more was considered a confounder and was included in the multivariable model by manual forward inclusion. This procedure was repeated for other potential confounders until the final model was constructed. For each type of surgery, we converted the resulting HRs into the proportion of SSIs that would be missed when choosing other instead of mandatory, methods of PDS (proportion missed = (1 − HR) × 100). Again, all analyses were performed at 21 days and 30 days (implant-free procedures) or at 90 days, 180 days and one year (implant procedures). Most Cox regression analyses were performed for deep and superficial SSIs, both in combination and separately.

Statistical significance was defined at 0.05, and a power of 80% was chosen. All statistical procedures were performed with SAS software, version 9.3 (SAS institute).

### Results

#### Data selection

From 1999 to 2008, PREZIES collected data on 234,841 surgical procedures. For the six surgical...
Figure 1
Cumulative incidence of surgical site infections, the Netherlands, 1999–2008 (n=105,607)

SSI: surgical site infection; PDS: post-discharge surveillance; PREZIES: Dutch national nosocomial surveillance network.

Crude cumulative SSI incidence is shown over time for the ‘mandatory’ methods of PDS (blue line) and ‘other’ methods of PDS (green line) for the six surgical procedures. Mandatory PDS methods are considered superior and have been mandatory in PREZIES since 2009. ‘Other’ PDS methods are all other methods used in the PREZIES surveillance of SSIs not meeting the criteria for mandatory PDS methods.

Deep and superficial SSIs were combined. For the two procedures with implants (knee and total hip replacement), the maximum PDS duration is one year. For the other four procedures, the maximum PDS duration is 30 days.
Figure 2
Distribution of site infections detected by post-discharge surveillance, by time interval, the Netherlands, 1999–2008 (n=68,635)

A. Surgery without implants: Caesarean section, breast amputation, laparoscopic cholecystectomy and colon resection

B. Surgery with implants: total hip replacement and knee replacement

SSI: surgical site infection; PDS: post-discharge surveillance; PREZIES: Dutch national nosocomial surveillance network.
The proportion of SSIs detected during each PDS time interval is displayed as a percentage of the total number of SSIs detected. Only SSIs detected by the ‘mandatory’ methods of PDS are presented; deep and superficial SSIs combined. For the four procedures without implants (panel A) the PDS duration (30 days) is divided into four intervals; for the two procedures with implants (panel B) the PDS duration of one year is divided into five intervals.
Mandatory PDS methods are considered superior and have been mandatory in PREZIES since 2009.
### Table 3
Effect of duration of post-discharge surveillance on the detection of surgical site infections, the Netherlands, 1999–2008 (n=105,607)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of surgery</th>
<th>'Mandatory' PDS methods</th>
<th>'Other' PDS methods</th>
<th>Ratio&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Percentage SSIs (n) missed by shorter PDS</th>
<th>Ratio&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Percentage SSIs (n) missed by shorter PDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of surgical</td>
<td>Percentage SSIs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of</td>
<td>Percentage SSIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>procedures</td>
<td>detected (n) after</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>procedures</td>
<td>detected (n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>specified PDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without implants</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caesarean section</td>
<td>6,007</td>
<td>1.38 (83)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.55 (93)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast amputation</td>
<td>3,165</td>
<td>4.23 (134)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>5.09 (161)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laparoscopic cholecystectomy</td>
<td>1,588</td>
<td>3.15 (50)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>3.34 (53)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon resection</td>
<td>3,275</td>
<td>13.19 (432)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>14.35 (470)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With implants</td>
<td></td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>2.12 (700)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>6 (48)</td>
<td>15,951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total hip replacement</td>
<td>33,089</td>
<td>2.26 (748)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>3 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee replacement</td>
<td>21,511</td>
<td>1.58 (340)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>14 (48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSI: surgical site infection; PDS: post-discharge surveillance; PREZIES: Dutch national nosocomial surveillance network.

Mandatory PDS methods are considered superior and have been mandatory in PREZIES since 2009. ‘Other’ PDS methods are all other methods used in the PREZIES surveillance of SSIs not meeting the criteria for mandatory PDS methods.

For both groups of PDS methods, the percentage of SSIs detected for several durations of PDS are presented. These percentage are crude, uncorrected percentages (cumulative incidences) and do not take into account any differences between both groups of methods. To directly compare both sets of PDS methods, see the results in Table 4.

<sup>a</sup> The proportion of SSIs detected using the shortest PDS duration for that specific type of surgery (21 days or 90 days) compared with the longest PDS duration (30 days or 1 year).
procedures under investigation, data on 127,705 surgeries was available; 7,000 were excluded because it was unknown whether an implant was used. Another 11,819 records were excluded because either no use of implants was registered (knee replacement and total hip replacement) or use of implants was registered in a predominantly implant-free procedure (breast amputation, colon resection, laparoscopic cholecystectomy or Caesarean section). Finally, 3,279 surgical procedures were excluded because the method of PDS was unknown. Therefore, our results are based on data from 105,607 operations, which were collected at 87 hospital sites in the Netherlands. The patient characteristics are described in Table 2.

### Effect of post-discharge surveillance duration on incidence of surgical site infections

Cumulative SSI incidences over time for both PDS groups for the six surgical procedures show that most SSIs were detected in the first weeks and months of follow-up (Figure 1).

The distribution of SSIs detected per time interval as a percentage of the total number of SSIs detected with the mandatory methods of PDS is shown in Figure 2. An additional 6% (3/53, cholecystectomy) to 17% (27/161, breast amputation) of all SSIs were detected in the final nine days of a 30-day follow-up (Figure 2, Table 3). Furthermore, 94% (700/748, hip) and 86% (292/340, knee) of all SSIs were already detected after 90 days of a one-year follow-up. After 180 days of follow-up, 97% (726/748) and 92% (313/340), respectively, were detected. The same analyses for the other methods of PDS yielded comparable results (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of surgery</th>
<th>Duration of PDS</th>
<th>Detection of SSIs by ‘other’ PDS methods compared with ‘mandatory’ PDS methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hazard ratio (95%CI)</td>
<td>Variables adjusted for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caesarean section</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>0.39 (0.21–0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast amputation</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>0.59 (0.43–0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laparoscopic cholecystectomy</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>0.38 (0.23–0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon resection</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>0.91 (0.77–1.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total hip replacement</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>1.06 (0.92–1.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1.04 (0.92–1.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee replacement</td>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>0.79 (0.64–0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>0.78 (0.64–0.95)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) score [13]; Ag: age; CI: confidence interval; D: duration of surgery; NA: not applicable; PDS: post-discharge surveillance; PREZIES: Dutch national nosocomial surveillance network; SSI: surgical site infection; W: wound class [14]; Y: year of surgery.

Mandatory PDS methods are considered superior and have been mandatory in PREZIES since 2009. ‘Other’ PDS methods are all other methods used in the PREZIES surveillance of SSIs not meeting the criteria for mandatory PDS methods.

Impact of post-discharge surveillance method on incidence of surgical site infections

Our results show an important difference between both PDS groups regarding the percentage of SSIs detected (Figure 1, Table 3). Crude SSI incidences at the end of PDS were lower for the other PDS methods (0.60% (12/1,984) to 11.17% (272/2,435)) than for the mandatory PDS methods (1.55% (93/6,007) to 14.35% (470/3,275)), except for hip replacements.

The HRs comparing the SSI incidences of other PDS methods with those of mandatory PDS methods, while accounting for differences between both groups, confirm a lower chance of detecting SSIs by other methods of PDS in five of the six types of surgery (statistically significant for four of the procedures) (Table 4). Analyses for a PDS duration of 21 days (implant-free procedures) and 180 days (knee replacement and total hip replacements) yielded similar results (data not shown).

Up to 62% of all SSIs (for cholecystectomy) may be missed during the surveillance when other methods of PDS are used instead of the mandatory methods. Additional analysis into impact of PDS methods on deep vs superficial SSI incidences indicated that in colon resection, it was only superficial (and not deep) SSI incidence that dropped when other instead of mandatory methods of PDS were used (HR: 0.74; 95% CI: 0.57–0.96). For the remaining four types of surgery showing a decreased SSI incidence when other PDS methods were used, the incidence of superficial SSIs as well as deep SSIs dropped, although the latter especially was not always statistically significant. HRs and 95% CIs for superficial and deep SSIs respectively were: Caesarean section 0.35 (0.21–0.70, superficial)
and 0.64 (0.18–2.34, deep); breast amputation 0.50 (0.34–0.73) and 0.84 (0.49–1.45); laparoscopic cholecystectomy 0.13 (0.06–0.27) and 0.85 (0.43–1.69); and knee replacement 0.73 (0.54–1.00) and 0.75 (0.58–0.98).

Discussion

Duration of post-discharge surveillance

Although the cumulative incidence of SSIs varied greatly between procedures, the number of new SSIs detected decreased during the PDS for all types of surgery; SSIs were detected primarily in the first weeks or months of the surveillance. A reduction in the PDS duration for implant procedures from one year to 90 days would potentially miss only 6% (hip replacement) and 14% (knee replacement) of SSIs. This would result in a decrease of the SSI incidence of 0.14% (from 2.26% to 2.12%) and 0.22% (from 1.58% to 1.36%) respectively, meaning that for every 714 hip or 455 knee replacements, one SSI would be missed. In other words, shortening the duration of PDS by nine months would not cause a substantial drop in SSI incidence. When the aim is to report SSIs for clinical purposes, missing even a small proportion of SSIs might be unacceptable. For surveillance purposes, however, not only the reliability of the SSI incidence but also the workload involved in PDS and the speed of feedback to the healthcare professional must be considered. It is acceptable for surveillance of SSIs to underestimate actual SSI incidence, as long there are other important advantages of the surveillance. The advantages of a shorter PDS seem not to outweigh the effect on the SSI incidence for implant-free surgeries. After all, up to 17% (breast amputation) of the identified SSIs were detected in the final period (days 22–30), and these additional nine days of PDS would not have a considerable impact on workload or swiftness of the feedback. For implant procedures, however, considering all the effort required to perform a one-year-long PDS and the advisability of returning surveillance results to healthcare professionals sooner rather than later, it would be worthwhile to shorten the recommended PDS duration.

Methods of post-discharge surveillance

SSI incidence varied between the types of procedure, but there was also a great variation in SSI incidence between the two groups of PDS methods. We found that the chances of detecting SSIs in implant-free procedures were lower (HRS varying from 0.38 (95% CI: 0.23–0.63) to 0.91 (95% CI: 0.77–1.07) when other, instead of mandatory, PDS methods were used. For implant surgery, the results were less straightforward. The crude SSI incidence did not differ significantly between the other and mandatory methods of PDS. When adjusted for available confounders, however, the mandatory methods of PDS again resulted in significantly improved detection of SSIs for knee-replacement surgery (HR: 0.79 (95% CI: 0.64–0.98)). There may be several reasons why the mandatory PDS methods were not more sensitive for hip replacements. Firstly, due to the severe complications of a deep SSI in the hip joint, patients with deep SSIs following hip replacement are always readmitted. This makes other methods of PDS such as ‘only checking readmitted patients’ more sensitive for hip replacement surgery than for procedures with less severe SSIs. Another explanation could be our observation that the other PDS methods used for the surveillance of hip- (and to a lesser degree, knee-) replacement surgery were in general more similar to the mandatory methods of PDS than the other PDS methods used following other types of surgery.

In general, the decrease in detection of superficial SSIs by other methods was more noticeable than that of deep SSIs. The better detection of SSIs using mandatory methods of PDS can be explained by the fact that the these methods obviously aim at finding cases during more stages (during initial admission, readmission, outpatient time, and for those treated in another hospital) and does so for a mandatory period (30 days or one year). In addition, since superficial SSIs do not always require readmission and thus are more easily missed using ‘other’ PDS methods, the better detection of SSIs by mandatory PDS was logically more marked for superficial SSIs than for deep SSIs.

The Dutch mandatory methods of PDS are considered labour intensive due to the use of specific case-finding methods for several stages during the (mandatory) long period. Especially for PDS durations of one year, the surveillance work is generally carried out twice for each operated patient (after one to three months, and again after a year) or more frequently. Nevertheless, when compared with other methods of PDS, the increased detection of SSIs (up to 62% for cholecystectomy) justifies the use of the mandatory methods. We are convinced that the costs and time saved by shortening the mandatory PDS durations from one year to 90 days can be applied to improve and intensify existing methods of PDS.

Comparison with literature

Our study focused on the effect of both PDS duration and PDS method on SSI incidence and on the timing (accumulation) of SSIs. To the best of our knowledge, no European studies and only a few American and Canadian studies have analysed timing of SSIs to quantify the impact of a shorter PDS duration [10,15-18]. None of these studies used survival techniques to visually demonstrate the accumulation of SSIs over time. Also, we are not aware of any studies in which multivariable Cox regression models were used to analyse the impact of method of PDS on incidence of SSIs.

Our results are in line with other studies investigating the effect of duration of PDS on SSI incidence. The vast majority of SSIs were detected within a 90-day window [10,15-18], varying from about 70% [10] to 100% [17]. After 90 days, only a few more SSIs were detected, triggering discussion about whether those late SSIs are truly due to preventable issues during the
Three of the five studies mentioned [15-17] confirm our finding that more SSIs are missed after knee-replacement surgery than after hip replacement surgery when the follow-up is reduced to 90 days.

Regarding the impact of different methods of PDS on SSI incidence, some studies have tried to compare the results of different methods of PDS [3,4,6,12,19,20]. Similar to our results, most conclude that enhanced efforts to perform PDS result in an improved detection of deep and (more markedly) superficial SSIs [3,4,19,20]. Thus, hospitals using improved surveillance methods will be ‘penalised’ with a higher incidence of SSIs, especially superficial SSIs.

To prevent hospitals being penalised in this way, Wilson et al. propose that the use of in-hospital incidence density (number of SSIs per 1,000 post-operative inpatient days) might be a more reliable indicator than cumulative incidence for comparison between hospitals or countries [21]. After all, in-hospital case finding is probably more homogeneous across hospitals than post-discharge case finding, and, by focusing on inpatient data alone, differences in methods of PDS do not influence the indicator. By focusing on inpatient data, however, the differences in post-operative hospital stay largely influence the number of SSIs detected. When the cumulative incidence is linearly related to length of time after surgery, the incidence density adequately adjusts for these differences in post-operative hospital stay. However, as we have shown in our analysis, the cumulative incidence is not a linear function of time after surgery, but has an S-shaped curve (Figure 1). As a result, calculations of in-hospital incidence density depend on the duration of post-operative hospital stay. During the first 10–14 days after surgery, a longer hospital stay leads to a higher incidence density (slope of line drawn from origin O to a point on the steep part of the curve). After that, however, the incidence density will decrease again (slope of a line drawn from origin O to a point on the flattened right part of the curve). Thus, even with perfect detection of SSIs, the in-hospital incidence density depends on the average duration of admission after surgery, and will be progressively underestimated as the time after surgery increases beyond two weeks. Therefore, we are convinced that a fixed, mandatory duration of following patients after surgery should be recommended to keep data comparable. The second-best option, if durations of follow-up do differ, the use of incidence densities could be considered but certainly has many limitations.

**Strengths and limitations of our study**

The strength of our study is that we gained insight into cumulative SSI incidences over time using survival techniques. Additionally, besides comparing crude SSI incidences, we used multivariable regression techniques to compare both groups of PDS methods, which allowed for correction for possible confounders. The correction, however, was probably not complete, resulting in some residual confounding in our analyses. For instance, since method of PDS was obviously not randomised within the hospitals, we corrected for differences in PDS by using ‘year of surgery’ as a proxy (to account for yearly differences in hospitals’ participation with their differences in methods of PDS used). Since we used a proxy, this correction is probably incomplete. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that our results can be explained by hospitals with lower ‘true’ SSI incidences systematically choosing other methods of PDS instead of mandatory methods. We would rather expect the opposite, which would result in an underestimation of the effect found in this study. Finally, we are convinced that by using surveillance data, we studied daily practice; therefore, the study itself caused no selection or changes in professional behaviour for the detection of SSIs.

A potential weakness is the fact that sometimes there was not enough power to significantly identify (small) differences, especially for surgical procedures with a low SSI incidence, or for procedures with a relatively small number of operations, or both. Another point is that we included two orthopaedic procedures for the implant surgeries; we could not include other implant procedures (for example, breast-enlargement surgery) because not enough data were available. Also, the Dutch mandatory methods of PDS are not an international gold standard for detecting SSIs, and the analysed group of other PDS methods is a collection of several different methods of PDS. And finally, since durations for mandatory PDS were a mandatory 30 days or one year, we accordingly assumed all follow-up durations in absence of an SSI to be 30 days or one year. If there were any records in the mandatory PDS group that did not completely comply with the protocol for mandatory PDS, this assumption may have been incorrect. This may have caused an underestimation of SSI incidence for the mandatory PDS group, making the detected differences between both PDS groups smaller. However, using the experience from our visits to the hospitals (as part of our quality assurance system) [22], we are of the opinion that this effect is either non-existent or negligible.

In the Dutch surveillance network, many hospitals chose knee- or hip-replacement surgeries for their surveillance of SSIs. From our visits to the hospitals [22], we noticed that the other PDS methods for these surgeries were often more similar to the mandatory PDS methods (and hence of higher quality regarding detection of SSIs) than those for procedures less frequently included in the surveillance. Therefore, the results of comparing both PDS groups for hip replacements and knee replacements may not simply be generalised to all implant surgeries. However, the effect of shortening the PDS duration did not differ between both groups of PDS methods. We, therefore, hypothesise that our conclusions and advice regarding shortening the PDS duration for knee replacements and total hip replacements may be generalised to other implant procedures. Nevertheless, we consider it prudent to perform similar
analyses for other implant procedures to confirm our results.

Recent developments and implications
In July 2013, the United States CDC’s National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) reduced the maximum PDS duration from one year to 90 days [9,10]. This change was made on the recommendation of an SSI surveillance working group (CDC working with clinical partners) that was supported by the Healthcare Infection Control Practices Advisory Committee (HICPAC). Reasons for changing the PDS duration were that ‘The benefits include simplicity, a shorter follow-up time for many procedures that will reduce burden, and an opportunity to intensify post-discharge surveillance efforts for a shorter follow-up period’ [10] and the data presented to support the NHSN decision [10,16-18] are in line with our results. Another advantage of a shorter PDS duration could be that those hospitals and countries currently investing more time and energy than others in the final nine months of surveillance will no longer be ‘penalised’ with higher SSI incidences for their efforts. This will make inter-hospital or inter-country comparisons of SSI incidences more valuable, although ranking of hospitals or countries based on SSI incidence should be avoided [23].

Conclusion and recommendation
A one-year PDS for hip- and knee-replacement surgery no longer seems justified, since a 90-day PDS would capture the majority of the SSIs equally as well. Maintaining a PDS duration of 30 days for implant-free surgeries, however, is still recommended.

Although a small proportion of the SSIs would be missed for implant procedures, shortening the duration of PDS to 90 days would substantially facilitate prompt feedback to healthcare professionals and reduce workload for those performing the surveillance. Also, we conclude that choosing a method of PDS superior in detecting SSIs (such as the Dutch mandatory methods) is at least as important as choosing a sensible duration of PDS, because inferior methods of PDS may lead to greater underestimation of SSI incidence than shorter PDS durations do.

Our data validate international recommendations to limit the duration of PDS for implant surgeries to 90 days for surveillance purposes, as this provides robust insight into trends. Costs and time saved by shortening the duration of PDS can be applied to improve the methods of PDS.
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